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Abstract Collaborative social annotation systems allow users to record and share their original keywords or tag attach-

ments to Web resources such as Web pages, photos, or videos. These annotations are a method for organizing and labeling
information. They have the potential to help users navigate the Web and locate the needed resources. However, since
annotations are posted by users under no central control, there exist problems such as spam and synonymous annotations.
To efficiently use annotation information to facilitate knowledge discovery from the Web, it is advantageous if we orga-
nize social annotations from semantic perspective and embed them into algorithms for knowledge discovery. This inspires
the Web page recommendation with annotations, in which users and Web pages are clustered so that semantically similar
items can be related. In this paper we propose four graphic models which cluster users, Web pages and annotations and

recommend Web pages for given users by assigning items to the right cluster first. The algorithms are then compared to
the classical collaborative filtering recommendation method on a real-world data set. Our result indicates that the graphic
models provide better recommendation performance and are robust to fit for the real applications.

Keywords graphic model, EM (expectation-maximization), social annotation, tag, recommendation

1 Introduction

Collaborative social annotation, which is also called
social collaborative tag, is a classic representation of
Web 2.0 application. An annotation, typically a single
word, describes Web resources, such as Web pages, pho-
tos and videos. At the same time, annotations provide
useful information about the users who annotate the
resources, such as their interests and preferences. Both
industry and academia consider social annotation as a
potential useful measure for Web knowledge discovery,
search and share.

In recent years, some researchers have showed
great interests on a systematic study on the useful-
ness of social annotations[1−10]. Some pioneer re-
searchers debated on the positive and negative proper-
ties of customer generated annotations. Macgregor and
McCulloch[3] found that a large fraction of annotations
on Flickr and del.icio.us, which are two of the largest
social annotation systems, are erroneous, plural forms

and various symbols. Kipp and Campbell[2] pointed
out that many annotations are synonymous and highly
related. In other words, it is difficult for people to find
potential resources which may be annotated with syno-
nyms or even erroneous tags. However, Paolillo and
Penumarthy’s study[4] indicates that annotations and
users are highly clustered so that synonymous anno-
tations can be classified into the same group. On the
perspective of technology, one problem emerges: how
to facilitate knowledge discovery over synonymous an-
notations and through similar users.

The current typical way to facilitate users in find-
ing potential resources on Web is to recommend re-
sources according to their fetching histories or more
specifically, to their interests. The most studied re-
commendation method is collaborative filtering recom-
mendation, which recommend items to users by min-
ing the association information between similar users
or items. The research work can be summarized
as two primary perspectives: one is memory based
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collaborative recommendation[11−13] and the other is
model based collaborative recommendation[14−16].

In recent literature, some researchers modified the
memory based collaborative filtering recommendation
algorithms by associating them with annotations in or-
der to facilitate active Web page searching. For exam-
ple, Tso-Sutter et al.[17] proposed a generic method that
allows annotations to be incorporated into standard
collaborative filtering algorithms by reducing three-
dimensional correlations to three two-dimensional cor-
relations and then applying a fusion method to re-
associate the adapted correlations. However, such
methods only superficially use social annotations, leav-
ing the problems such as synonymous annotations un-
solved.

Some elementary work has also been done to incor-
porate social annotations into model-based methods.
Wu et al.[18] proposed a method to develop ontologies
statistically from collaborative social annotations by
applying them to search for semantically similar Web
pages. Inspired by this work, Plangprasopchok and
Lerman[19] proposed the Interest-Topic Model, where
users and Web resources are clustered separately in-
dicating user interests and Web resources topics. This
work achieves better performance than Wu’s work since
it is consistent with the observations by Paolillo and
Penumarthy[4]: Web pages, users and annotations usu-
ally have different group patterns. But none of their
work explains why the annotations can promote the
performance of the model.

In this paper, we explore the usefulness of social an-
notations with its application to Web page recommen-
dation. We mainly concern with three problems. First,
we need to decide the pattern into which users, an-
notations and Web pages can be semantically grouped.
Second, we need to justify how annotations can help lo-
cating potential resources. Last, we need to explore the
different patterns of users online surfing and posting an-
notations, e.g., they do find potential resources through
annotations or they just use annotations as descriptions
after finding out the resources. Thus we propose four
different graphic models representing four different pat-
terns for user visit and annotation as well as clustering
patterns. The models are then applied to Web page
recommendation so that user annotation activities can
be used to facilitate locating potential interesting Web
pages. We compared the Web page recommendation
performance of our models with that of the traditional
collaborative filtering recommendation method. The
real-data experiments show that our graphic models
achieve far better recommendation quality than the col-
laborative filtering methods.

In Section 2, we introduce the Bayes based Web page
recommendation and our graphic models. Section 3

presents our real-data experiments with comparison to
the classical collaborative filtering methods. In Section
4, we discuss the potential underlying principles that
lead to the experimental results. Section 5 summaries
this paper and proposes our future works.

2 Exploring Social Annotations from
Recommendation Perspective

Let us first introduce notions for formally describ-
ing the collaborative social annotation information.
Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xM} be a set of Web pages,
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yN} be a set of users, T = {t1,
t2, . . . , tT } be a set of annotations. Let S = {(x(1),
y(1), t(1)), . . . , (x(L), y(L), t(L))} be the data set that
consists of all tuples of Web pages, users and anno-
tations, each of which denotes that a given user posts
an annotation to a specific Web page. In a potential
resource locating target, the goal is to predict the Web
page x that a target user y would give to collect given
the training data set including the tuples associated
with the user.

Traditionally, from Bayesian view, the central task
of Web page recommendation is to estimate the con-
ditional probability P (x|y), which represents the like-
lihood that a given user y collects the Web page x.
Since we now have the information of annotations, we
can predict the interest t of a given user y on a Web
page x. So we need to estimate the probability P (x, t|y)
and further calculate the probability P (x|y) over all the
interests t, as ΣtP (x, t|y).

As reported by Paolillo and Penumarthy[4], there are
apparent group patterns for users and annotations in
collaborative annotation systems. This indicates that
the users who have interest in some specific pages may
have interest in the collections of other users who also
have interest in the same specific pages. This mech-
anism is adopted to the user-based collaborative fil-
tering recommendation methods, one of memory-based
method which recommend an item to a user according
to the similar users. However, it is difficult for the
memory-based collaborative filtering method to con-
sider similar users, items and even annotations, or the
combination is trivial.

For probability models, it is facilitated to explore
user, Web page and annotation similarity through clus-
tering, which also handles the data parse problem at
the same time. Specifically, for graphic models, clus-
ters are incorporated as hidden variables. Since we have
tree types of data with our social annotation data set,
we can generate three cluster sets: the Web page clus-
ter set Zx = {zx1, zx2 , . . . , zxK}, the user cluster set
Zy = {zy1, zy2 , . . . , zyH}, and the annotation cluster set
Zt = {zt1 , zt2 , . . . , ztD}. The mechanism of the graphic
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model with clusters as extra variables is as follows: for
any given item, a Web page, user or annotation, a clus-
ter should be assigned so that the item can be presented
by the cluster that it is assigned to. For instance, for a
given user, he or she should be assigned to a user clus-
ter so that we can estimate the potential Web page the
user would have interest in by estimating the potential
interest of the cluster. Since the cluster which consists
of similar users would provide more information than a
single user, the estimation can be more accurate.

The probability graphic model not only explore
similarity information more easily than memory based
method, but also explicitly explain the annotation in-
formation. In graphic models, users, Web pages and
annotations can be clustered separately, so that the
pattern by which users, Web pages and annotations
are coupled can be set to be different. The pattern
they are coupled explicitly represent the activities that
users follow when collecting and annotating in social
annotation systems. Since graphic model can also be
applied with a recommendation task, the user activity
pattern is estimated by the performance of Web page
recommendation.

Thus we map the different relationships between
users, Web pages, annotations and the respective clus-
ters into graphic models and conduct Web page recom-
mendation to make further estimation, which we de-
scribe in the following subsection.

2.1 User Annotation Models

The issue we need to address in this subsection is
how users, Web pages, annotations and their clusters
are coupled to form a tuple of P (x, t|y). More explicitly,
what is the user’s activity pattern when they make col-
lections and annotations in social annotation systems.

As a common sense, users mostly follow one of the
two patterns when visiting social annotation systems:
pick up an interesting Web page and post it with anno-
tations or search for the potential resources with spe-
cific annotations; and make selections from the feed-
backs. The two patterns could be reflected by the two
different couple patterns of how user clusters, Web page
clusters and annotation clusters are clustered. Another
difference can exist in whether a term should be clus-
tered, for instance, whether to cluster annotations. As
a result, we propose four graphic models that represent
different couple patterns and whether to cluster anno-
tations.

The first model is shown in Fig.1, where zy denotes
a cluster of user, zx denotes a cluster of Web page and
zt denotes a cluster of annotation.

The generation of the tuple of (x, t, y) is modeled by
the following process:

Fig.1. Graphic Model 1.

1) Given a user y, the probability that y belongs to
a cluster zy is estimated, represented by P (zy|y).

2) Then for any given Web page cluster zx, the prob-
ability of collecting a Web page x from this cluster is
estimated, represented by P (x|zx).

3) The cluster zy and zx determine the probability
that a cluster of annotation zt will be selected, which
finally gives a estimation of annotation t.

The final probability estimation is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

P (x, t|y) = ΣZx,Zy,ZtP (zy|y)P (zx)
P (x|zx)P (zt|zx, zy)P (t|zt). (1)

This model is constructed as the supposed user surf-
ing activities: a user saves an interesting Web page and
gives it an annotation. All the terms, users, Web pages
and annotations are clustered. But different users may
have different surfing habits and clusters may not be
necessary for some terms. So we propose three different
models to present different habits and cluster patterns.

The second model is shown in Fig.2. This model is
different from Model 1 as this model do not cluster for
annotations. The annotation t is directly determined
by a given cluster of user y and a given cluster of Web
page x. So the final probability estimation is given by
the following equation:

P (x, t|y) = ΣZx,Zy,ZtP (zy|y)P (zx)P (x|zx)P (t|zx, zy).

(2)

Fig.2. Graphic Model 2.

This model is similar to the Interest-Topic Model
proposed by Plangprasopchok and Lerman[19]. But
they are different in two aspects. First, the estima-
tion of the optimal solution is different. The reason for
this is because for our model the Web pages are deter-
mined given a specific Web page cluster, whereas for
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the Interest-Topic Model the Web page cluster is deter-
mined after a specific Web page is selected. Second, our
model emphasizes on the user’s activity by describing
the order in which users generate a user-Web page-tag
tuple, while the target of Interest-Topic Model is to
combine different user interests and item topics so as
to generate a user-item-tag tuple.

The third model is shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Graphic Model 3.

In this model, the annotation t is determined by all the
clusters of users, Web pages and annotations, as zy, zx

and zt. The final probability estimation is given by the
following equation:

P (x, t|y) = ΣZx,Zy,ZtP (zy|y)P (zx)P (x|zx)
P (t|zt, zx, zy)P (zt). (3)

The forth model is shown in Fig.4. This one is very
different from the previous models in that the Web page
cluster zx is determined by the cluster of user zy and
the cluster of annotation zt. This indicates that a given
user firstly determines his/her interest, which is rep-
resented by annotation cluster zt, and then chooses a
Web page within the range of his/her interests. The
final probability estimation is given by the following
equation:

P (x, t|y) =ΣZx,Zy,Zt

P (zy|y)P (zt|zy)P (t|zt)P (zx|zt, zy)P (x|zx).

(4)

Fig.4. Graphic Model 4.

2.2 Probability Estimation

We adopt classical EM (Expectation-Maximization)

algorithm to iteratively search for the optimal esti-
mation. We take Model 1 as an instance. The log-
likelihood is given below:

L = log P (x, t|y) = log ΣZx,Zy,ZtP (zy|y)P (zx)

P (x|zx)P (zt|zx, zy)P (t|zt). (5)

The parameters are P (zy|y), P (zx), P (x|zx),
P (zt|zx, zy), P (t|zt), which should be fixed during the
iteration. At the beginning of the algorithm, we initiate
the parameters randomly. At step E, we estimate the
joint probability of the hidden variable (zx, zy, zt) using
the current parameters, as shown by this equation:

P (zx, zy, zt|x, y, t) =
P (zy|y)P (zx)P (x|zx)P (zt|zx, zy)P (t|zt)

ΣZx,Zy,ZtP (zy|y)P (zx)P (x|zx)P (zt|zx, zy)P (t|zt)
.

(6)

At step M, the log-likelihood is maximized according to
the current distribution of the hidden variables fixed in
step E:

arg max
θ

L∑

l=1

∑

Zx,Zy,Zt

P (zx, zy, zt|x, y, t)

lg P (zy|y)P (zx)P (x|zx)P (zt|zx, zy)P (t|zt).
(7)

So we get:

P (zx) =
∑

l

∑

zy,zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)
L

P (x, |zx) =
∑

l:xl=x

∑

zy,zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)
L × P (zx)

P (zy|y) =

∑
l:yl=y

∑
zx,zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)∑
l:yl=y

∑
zx,zy,zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)

P (t|zt) =

∑
l:tl=t

∑
zx,zy

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)∑
l

∑
zx,zy,zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)

P (zt|zx, zy) =
∑

l P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)∑
l

∑
zt

P (zx, zy, zt|xl, yl, tl)
. (8)

The steps E and M will iterate until the value of
log-likelihood does not change any more.

3 Experimental Results

To evaluate each proposed models, in this section,
we present our recommendation results by experiment.
The data set was obtained by crawling the most po-
pular social annotation Web site, del.icio.us. Crawlers
followed a breadth-first strategy. First, a user was ran-
domly selected as the seed. The crawlers fetched all
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the Web pages and corresponding tags that the user
had collected. Then the crawlers retrieved the user’s
friend network and followed the network connections
to the user’s friends. This iteration continued until a
specified user collection size is matched. In our exper-
iment, in order to reduce the amount of raw data, we
filtered out users who saved much less than 100 pages
and employed less than 10 annotations. For Web pages
associated with the users after data filtration, we pre-
served only those pages collected by at least 10 users.
Tags were evaluated in the same fashion. Table 1 sum-
marizes the data sets.

Table 1. Summary of del.icio.us Data Sets

No. User No. Page No. Annotation No. Transaction

612 1676 889 46843

We used a five-cross-validation to evaluate the al-
gorithms, and generated the top-N recommendations
based on the potential estimate values obtained from
the algorithms. Four widely-accepted performance
measurements: precision, recall, F-measure and rank
score[20] were used to evaluate our recommendation re-
sults. For the rank score, we used h = 10 as the half
life parameter. We calculated the performance levels
for the top-5, top-10 and top-20 Web page recommen-
dations. We have only reported our evaluation results
for the precision of the top-10 recommendation as a rep-
resentative example, and similar results were obtained
for the top-5 and the top-20 recommendations.

The memory and time consuming for EM on large
scale data set is known to be very high. In our experi-
ments, we adjusted the scale of clusters to restrict the
memory and time consuming within a tolerable range
while still maintaining a considerable recommendation
performance. The recommendation performance under
variable cluster numbers denotes that when |zy| > 5,
|zx| > 5 and |zt| > 10, the recommendation precision
and recall can be hardly improved. Consequently, our
final experiments were implemented with the number
of users set to |zy| = 5, the number of Web pages set to
|zx| = 5 and the number of annotations set to |zt| = 10.

The recommendation performance is compared with
the two most widely used traditional collaborative fil-
tering (CF in short) methods: the user-based method
and the item-based method[21] and two modified CF
methods[22] with annotation information involved as at-
tributes.

Table 2 summarizes our experimental results of pre-
cision. We can see that the graphical model based
recommendations listed on the right side of Table
2, achieve better performance than the classical CF
methods on the left side. We set similar results for
rank score, which are omitted here.

Table 2. Recommendation Performance of All Algorithms

Method Precision Method Precision

Traditional user-based 0.0346 Model 1 0.0435

Annotation user-based 0.0284 Model 2 0.0701

Traditional item-based 0.0279 Model 3 0.0716

Annotation item-based 0.0363 Model 4 0.0662

4 Discussions

There are several potential underlying principles
which can account for our experimental results. As
shown in Table 2, Model 1 has a lower recommenda-
tion quality compared with the other models. Parti-
cularly, Model 1 is less effect than Model 2 which is
simpler than Model 1. The difference between them is
that Model 2 does not cluster for annotations. We have
noticed that for the same Web page different users may
give semantically completely different annotations, as
shown in Fig.5.

Fig.5. A snapshot of del.icio.us.

Thus a given cluster of annotations may consist of
semantically different annotations because they have
been posted to the same Web pages. As a result, if
we use a single cluster of annotation, we may assign a
wrong annotation to a specific Web page given a spe-
cific user because it has co-occurred with the right an-
notation on another Web page by other users. So if we
directly choose the annotation instead of a cluster of
them, as what done by Model 2, we get a better perfor-
mance. Moreover, if we combine the information of the
user, Web page and the annotation clusters to deter-
mine an annotation, we get the best performance. In
other words, we should use the transactional informa-
tion of all the clusters to determine a user, Web page
and the annotation tuple.
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We also find that the cluster number of users and
Web pages has little effect on the recommendation per-
formance. We have conducted experiments with the
fixed number of annotations and the number of clusters
of users and Web pages being 5, 10 and 20. The results
only show little differences. That is to say that we can
set the cluster numbers of users and Web pages consi-
derably small and at the same time still keep relatively
high performance. This makes the models very robust
and easy to be adjusted.

We assume that if a given model is consistent with
real user surfing and annotating activities, it is likely to
achieve good recommendation performance. Under this
assumption, our experimental results show that Model
3 can make more accurate recommendation. This in-
dicates that a user selects a specific Web page from
a given cluster and then gives it an annotation from
a cluster of potential available annotations. This pat-
tern also indicates that users treat annotations more as
self-organized descriptions than a measure of resource
discovery as in Model 4, where users first determine the
annotations and then choose the Web pages connected
with the considered annotations. But this model does
not outperform Model 2 and Model 3, where annota-
tions are assumed as self-descriptions of user collections.
This observation also provides insight into system de-
sign: how the collaborative annotation systems could
be designed in order to encourage users to trace Web
resources following annotations, which may include user
interface and background mechanisms.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we conducted an empirical study on
the collaborative social annotations and applied it to
the Web page recommendation. We generate semantic
clusters for social annotations and also clusters for users
and Web pages. Based on the transactional information
of users, Web pages and annotations and the cluster in-
formation, we propose four graphic models which rep-
resent different mechanisms for a given user to choose
an interested Web page and post it with an annotation.

We adopted these four models to generate Web page
recommendation for each user. The experimental result
shows that all the models achieve better performance
than the classical CF recommendation method. We also
find that using all the transactional information of the
clusters will achieve the best recommendation quality.
These models are quite robust in that the number of
user clusters and the number of Web page clusters have
little effect on the final recommendation.

We will further explore relationships among users
based on the concept of semantic clustering of social
annotations in the graphic models. We expect to gain

better understanding of the user groups using their an-
notation information.
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